
Elevating Social 
Impact and Diversity, 
Equity & Inclusion
Delivering Social Impact and DEI Consulting, 
Data Insights, and Community Engagement 
Solutions to make better decisions for your 
people and communities.

Ubuntu [ùbúntù]:  “I am because you are”

PUSHING CHANGE 
FORWARD

FOSTERING AN 
EQUITY-CENTERED 
JOURNEY

CULTIVATING 
TRUST & IMPACT



Helping organizations through transformational 
change starts with a compelling “why.”
With the ever-growing complexities of health and wellbeing of 
all communities in your eco-system, market uncertainty,  and 
the need to get it right the first time with fewer resources to 
help you execute. You need a partner to navigate the nuances 
and support your change trajectory at maximum efficiency 
and effectiveness.  Blue Cottage’s Social Impact and Diversity, 
Equity & Inclusion (DEI) solution positions you to do just that.

How do we do this? 
We use an integrated approach and proven method that aims  
to uncover and promote value, insight, and impact. Blue  
Cottage creates solutions that enhance people, policy, and 
community development. We do this by deploying interventions 
that reflect deep research, analytics, immersive user 
engagement, big room innovation, and Lean Kaizen approaches 
that inspire creativity to elevate any project. It is our standing 
POV that it’s not just about “the building or project” — every 
interaction provides an opportunity to be a catalyst for 
universal community development. 

What differentiates us from others is that we 
accelerate transformation through a holistic 
investigative outcomes-based approach.  
We do not bring in a subject matter expert to the kick-off or  
spend one workshop speaking to aspirations of making Social 
Impact. We align an end-to-end integration of Social Impact and 
DEI to your most necessary business objectives and strategies. 
We will be true partners equipped to challenge and be challenged 
— lead and be led. Knowledge of the discrete internal and 
external forces that guide the success factors of your business are 
inextricably tied to Social Impact and DEI. Those drivers of the 
compelling “why” will:

• Provide cultural competency to your built environment to 
reflect authenticity and a “planned right” facility

• Enhance your capital investments, elevate equity, and fortify 
strategy and operations

• Position your organization as an employer, business 
associate, and community advocate of choice

We would love to partner with you on that journey.

WELCOME:
SOCIAL IMPACT AND DIVERSITY, EQUITY & INCLUSION CONSULTING SERVICES 

PUSHING CHANGE 
FORWARD

FOSTERING AN 
EQUITY-CENTERED 
JOURNEY

CULTIVATING 
TRUST & IMPACT
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SUMMARY OF 

What’s 
Inside

JOURNEY

IMPACT

CHANGE
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In this section we discuss how we work from the intersection of 
all forces in our communities to confront evolving changes that 
ignite the opportunity to finesse our framework and delivery with 
you. Resilience keeps us accountable along the way, enabling us 
to enhance the value that you're creating for your community.

PUSHING CHANGE 
FORWARD
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Building on decades of successful planning and 
programming engagements at top-tier institutions 
across North America, Blue Cottage partners with 
organizations of virtually every market segment to  
co-create systems-level Social Impact and  
DEI strategies. 
With focused intentionality, our purpose is to  
truly transform the world through this dynamic 
solution paradigm.

At Blue Cottage, we see Social Impact and DEI as not 
just our passion, but our purpose — to help our clients 
make lasting breakthroughs within their organizations 
and communities. 
Blue Cottage Consulting joined CannonDesign in 
April 2019 to expand CannonDesign’s approach 
to delivering solutions through cross-industry and 
multidisciplinary collaborations. 

As an industry-leading consultancy within 
an omnichannel A/E firm, we’ve brought an 
unparalleled continuum of services aimed at 
helping organizations across every industry 
spectrum define their ideal futures and  
plan processes, organizational strategies, 
and facilities. 

Blue Cottage of 
CannonDesign 
seeks projects 
marked by 
innovation and 
social impact.
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Amplifying Voices and 
Elevating Impact

→ How do we help clients elevate 
their vision of Social Impact and DEI 
as a business and cultural imperative 
to drive impactful and sustainable 
change beyond a project? 

We help clients elevate their 
vision of Social Impact and DEI by 
energizing collaborative partnerships, 
community and stakeholder 
engagement, user-journey mapping, 
market analysis,  
and data analytics to align best with 
your organizational priorities and 
governing structures. 
With an active commitment to 
culturally sensitive and competent 
solutions, we work with “purposeful 
grace” in approaching catalytic 
solutions that tackle the greatest 
challenges of your project from  
every root.
As part of a fully integrated practice, 
we bring a diverse team of seasoned 
strategists, technologists, planners, 
architects, and engineers that offer 
exceptional experience in the clinical 
and business dimensions of today’s 
community ecosystems. 

→ Plenty of A/E firms offer Diversity, 
Equity & Inclusion to their clients. 
What makes Blue Cottage different?

We foster connections not through 
reacting or presupposing based 
on precedence and opinion, but 
reflecting, listening, and actively 
planning for resilience, inclusivity, 
and equity in every strategic visioning 
and master planning engagement we 
undertake. The mechanism we use 
is just as important as the message 
in the field of Social Impact and DEI. 
We move at your pace to amplify 
and align user voices directly in your 
organization and community. Our 
interventional solutions are intensely 
focused, calibrated, and collaborative 
to scale to where you are in your 
journey. We are trusted stewards to 
your communities. We know that  
this work moves at the speed of  
trust — only possible through forensic 
and non-traditional listening, a focus 
on cultural nuances, organizational 
and professional humility, and a  
desire to go beyond your project 
to focus on what solutions can be 
sustained overtime. 

“It’s at the intersection of Social Impact and  
Diversity, Equity & Inclusion you start to see 
the real differentiators from an institutional and 
individual perspective.”

Well-versed in guiding institutional leaders at every level 
through strategic transformation, Norm is committed 
to elevating Social Impact and DEI as an imperative for 
the design world. Norm’s expertise in DEI consulting, 
capital and community investment/development, and 
operations engineering is prevalent through his work 
across multiple sectors over the past two decades.

Get to know Norm Miles.
Your Co-Pilot for Social Impact and 
Diversity, Equity & Inclusion (DEI)

Norm Miles, MBA, MHSA 
Senior Vice President 
Director of Social Impact and Diversity, Equity & Inclusion (DEI)
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We’re obsessed with 
developing solutions 
that create value, 
insight and impact.
We take an integrated approach in looking at all of the 
dimensions and cross-sections of Social Impact and 
DEI to create social impact solutions that enhance 
people, policy, and community development.
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Trust-based, 
integrated 

solutions start 
with you.
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→ The Six Dimensions of Social Impact and DEI

Our purpose, passion, and working partnerships are guided by the Six 
Dimensions of Social Impact and DEI. We infuse these dimensions into every 
aspect of our work and create the right framework for you to thrive.

Uncovering the unseen dimensions of “What’s in it for me?”
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In this section we discuss the importance of fostering 
transformational impact with our “Scale of Trust” model. 
This framework helps to navigate your organization through 
the ecosystem of change which will stress and stretch your 
organization as you move to new levels of creating inclusive 
impact.

FOSTERING AN 
EQUITY-CENTERED 
JOURNEY
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In the current era of evolving changes in our environment, 
economic and social systems, Social Impact and DEI is more 
important than ever and will continue to be in the future. 
For us, transformational impact starts with cultivating 
a forensic appreciation and evaluation. This requires an 
intentional examination of the entire ecosystem — the social, 
environmental, and economic forces that affect micro and 
macro systems of people and society.
An organization’s success is measured by its ability to not only 
offer transformational change, but how it creates that change 
in the context of engaging the most discrete communities. Blue 
Cottage enables that readiness of strategy and implementation 
through our model of integrated forensic thinking.

Our strategists and consultants include DEI consultants, 
clinicians, healthcare and education administrators, data 
and market analysts, equipment planners, Lean operational 
planners, and workplace consultants that all elevate social 
impact for true revitalization with people, businesses,  
and communities.
Our consultants have worked on equity-centered projects that 
are focused on solving the world’s biggest problems. By applying 
our three characteristics of Social Impact and DEI along a scale 
of trust (which you’ll read about below), we help you identify 
the known challenges, and unforeseen risks impacting your user 
community, and in doing so, launch developments that elevate 
your impact, and resilience in  
the future. 

Our work is not 
a destination. 
Fostering 
resilience is an 
integral part of 
the process.

We believe Health Equity             
is Human Essential

Agnostic of industry type, health and health equity 
has tremendous effects. The ability to address core 
needs to enhance engagement, wellbeing, inclusion 
and opportunity is inextricably tied to health and 
equity. A significant number of our consultants have 
deep experience in addressing the complex and 
multi-dimensional nature of health equity and the 
impacts it has on strategy, policy, and design. This is 
what makes us one of the few consultancies within a 
design firm that is attempting to improve the quality 
of social, economic, and environmental systems as 
we continue to evolve and innovate in these areas. 
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A SNAPSHOT OF 

Our Work in Practice
Social Impact and DEI are infused into our 
projects at every level, across every market and 
system. Please note, our services are not limited 
to the following projects. These comprise just a 
small snapshot.

Transforming the Delivery of Care for    
Patients and Residents of Maricopa County  
Valleywise Health System, Phoenix, AZ 
Blue Cottage has worked with Valleywise Health to elevate health 
equity for residents of Maricopa County who live in Medically 
Underserved Areas (MUA) in Arizona. In alignment with Valleywise’s 
Whole Person Care model, Blue Cottage has addressed health 
equity challenges by implementing innovative solutions that reduce 
patient barriers to care. Examples of implementable solutions in 
this area include development and implementation of a standard 
clinic workflow to ensure patients receive a consistent experience 
regardless of facility and facilitation of ambulatory clinic audits 
and workflow observations to identify opportunities to enhance 
efficiencies and elevate the patient experience. 

Identifying Current Programmatic and 
Infrastructure Needs for a Family Center  
Serving Children and Families Affected By  
Trauma, Abuse, Neglect, and Violence    
Mt. Hope Family Center (MHFC), Buffalo, NY
Blue Cottage conducted a strategic assessment in order to identify 
the best opportunities for families and children served by MHFC. The 
qualitative and quantitative assessment sought a better understanding 
of the challenges, opportunities, and potential synergies with key 
stakeholders. The team facilitated focus groups that explored 
Community Engagement, Programs & Services Structure, Infrastructure, 
Funding Structure, and Diversity, Equity & Inclusion. 

Guiding Educational Equity and Adequacy via  
Market Analysis and Community Engagement 
Baltimore County Public Schools, Baltimore, MD
CannonDesign helped deploy interdisciplinary assessment teams 
to gather facility condition and inventory data to benchmark 24 
high schools for educational equity and adequacy. We successfully 
solicited input from more than 22,000 community members including 
over 2,500 students, yielding statistically-significant measures of 
stakeholder values. See The Multi-Year Improvement Plan for All 
Schools for all final recommendations by visiting baltimorecountymd.
gov/departments/executive/myipas
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The Roadmap to   
Infusing Inclusivity
Focused on the identified problems at hand, we launch new developments 
and partnerships that support your project by working together to develop the 
implementation plan that achieves the greatest impact to your community.

Examine the internal and 
external drivers of the 
community ecosystem

Engage the community ecosystem 
with structured sessions to 

gather the “voice” of those who 
traditionally may not be involved 
in design or strategic endeavors 

Analyze the data gathered and 
create compelling connections 

with the desired outcomes

Infuse the rich information 
gained to help frame inclusive 
decision-making processes by 

key stakeholders

Inform the nuances of the 
design or strategy with an 

outcomes-based framework 
that was built on the premise of 

creating community 

Examine Engage Analyze Infuse Inform

Conception Delivery
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In this section, we discuss our lens for the service offering, 
how we exercise it, and provide the three elements of our 
Scale of Trust model, a critical foundation of our framework.

CULTIVATING 
TRUST & IMPACT
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WILLINGNESS TO LEAD AND BE LED 
Organizational and professional humility is key 
to unearthing the critical community insight.                            
We must listen to be heard. 

CULTURAL RESPONSIVENESS                         
STRATEGY & TRAINING
Every community is comprised of a complex 
ecosystem of needs. In order to maximize 
investment of any kind there must be an 
intentional focus on the cultural nuances that 
will influence equity and economic, social 
and physical wellbeing.

CULTIVATING WELLNESS, HEALING 
AND WELLBEING 
Social Impact and DEI focuses on 
strategies that are beyond the “project”. 
The essential question always asked is 
“How can this be more?” Because it must.

Our scale of trust is a 
three-part model. 

FO
CU

SIN
G ON THE NUANCES

G
O

IN
G BEYOND THE PROJECT

With cultural responsiveness, the willingness to lead 
and be led, and a catalytic focus on the future, we 
cultivate trust, and feed the roots of our efforts with 
the healthiest soil possible.
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We focus on a 
healthy soil.

Our scale is integrated within.    
Trust is interwoven in the soil fabric.  

Only once we’ve nurtured a robust healthy soil, have we done the vital work of elevating social 
impact and true equity in our communities. We focus on a healthy soil to cultivate the three 
elements of our scale of trust model. Without this, we fail to thrive. FO

C
U
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G B

EYOND THE PROJECT
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We are excited to design for this future and we are eager 
to design it with you. Contact Norm Miles, 
 nmiles@bluecottage.com for more information.

How will you feed the roots?

VALUE. 
INSIGHT. 
IMPACT.
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